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2020 was a year unlike any other. A year of masks and marches. A tale of two pandemics,

COVID-19 and the deep-rooted pandemic of white supremacy and structural racism. Shelter in

This Place, the 2021 volume of the inSpirit Series, is an anthology of poems, prayers, and

reflections from Unitarian Universalists about their experiences of 2020—offered as a

testament to our collective grit and grief, rage and resistance, love and loneliness.With

readings that come from a variety of perspectives, identities, and geographies, and were

written throughout the long year, Shelter in This Place captures the complex reality of 2020.

Editor Meg Riley writes in her introduction, “My deep hope is that this collection of writings

allows each one of us to know that, even in the separateness of our masked and socially

distanced grief, we are not mourning alone.” And yet despite the grief and loss collected in

these pages, the writers describe resilience and joy too. They take solace in the birth of

ducklings and the unfurling of new leaves. They persevere.May this book contain words that

heal, comfort, and inspire you in the days ahead.

About the AuthorRev. Meg Riley, a lifelong Unitarian Universalist, was raised in congregations

in Charleston, West Virginia, and Akron, Ohio. After serving for 38 years as a religious

professional in a variety of capacities, Rev. Riley retired in the summer of 2020. She now

serves, with Charles DuMond, as co-moderator of the Unitarian Universalist Association. She

lives in Minneapolis, nestled in with her family, animals, gardens, deep friendships, and a

vibrant activist community. She is also the editor of Testimony: The Transformative Power of

Unitarian Universalism. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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INTRODUCTIONOne of the greatest blessings of being part of a spiritual community, even one

that is loosely woven, is that our own experiences loop into those of other people’s over and

over. We’re not all having the same pandemic, but because of the connections of Unitarian

Universalism, we can know how it’s going for other people with other lives.Newspapers give us

sobering statistics about how the Covid pandemic impacts particular communities, how BIPOC

folks suffer and die the most, how the elderly and the incarcerated are trapped in dangerous

environments, how the infection rates in cities and states and countries rise and fall.But it’s the

heart-spoken words of people we are connected to, people both known and unknown to us,

that keep us human, that resonate with our own pain and joy, strength and despair.This



anthology from Unitarian Universalists about their pandemic experiences is offered as a

testament to our collective grit and grief, rage and resistance, love and loneliness. The

readings come from a variety of perspectives, identities, and geographies and were written

throughout the long year.And what a year it’s been! The voices in this anthology reinforce for

me why I am grateful and well nourished as part of the Unitarian Universalist faith. These are

not sugar-coated or superficial prayers: they are the honest utterances of human hearts. In a

world of half-truths and lies, it is a balm to be genuine with each other.Many of the authors

question the very notion of prayer itself. As Roger Butts writes, “If praying is your thing, go

ahead and pray…. Thank a nurse, if you’d like to do something a bit more concrete.” KJ Walker

begins her piece, “I want to pray for you, but I don’t know how.”Call it prayer, call it honest

reflection, call it poetry. These writers speak from their hearts, summoning words from the

deepest places. They express faith that is personal and collective, grounded and full of longing.

Authentic faith. As Ali Bell-Delgado writes, “Not the faith of fairytales and limited

understanding. / Not the faith that these things will change somehow without our doing the

work of change. / Help us dig deeper into our faith in humanity.”These writers share a profound

belief in the power of serving their communities. Emily DeTar writes, “Faith is leaving behind /

the God everyone else says / will be there for you and / showing up for people anyway.” Mya

Sophia Wade-Harper commits to “holding up as much brick as I can to keep those I love

alive.”In 2020, Unitarian Universalists grieved the omnipresent pandemic of racism in the

United States. Arif Mamdani and Ruth McKenzie, praying in Minneapolis just blocks and days

from the vicious murder of George Floyd, declare that “what we truly feel is rage, is a longing

for the sharp knives of judgment to be wielded, for justice to cut out the heart of white

supremacy, to cut out a system that takes our breath away.” Margalie Belizaire longs “to get to

a safer space for Black bodies.” As Manish Mishra-Marzetti writes, “nothing has been

untouched: my nation / my community / me, myself / all of us turned inside out.”These pages

hold many kinds of anguish: survivors whose loved ones died alone, essential workers facing

fear and risk, parents raising their children in isolation. “Grief wears so many faces,” Holly

Mueller writes. Kathleen Wade folds laundry, wishing she was “forty years younger and able to

march … folding in layers of sorrow and sorting out rage.” JeKaren Olaoya reminds us, “Don’t

forget to mourn…. Mourn / Until your chest / Unclenches / And breath / Eases.”My deep hope

is that this collection of writings allows each one of us to know that, even in the separateness

of our masked and socially distanced grief, we are not mourning alone. May the

companionship of these writers’ words allow us to unclench and our breath to ease.For despite

all of the anguish, grief, loss, rage, and struggle, the writers describe resilience and joy. They

take solace in the birth of ducklings and the unfurling of new leaves. They persevere, as Megan

Lloyd Joiner writes, “piecing things together one moment at a time.” Alex Klingenberg affirms

that “I’m pretty sure we’re doing alright … even though I’ve worn the same / sweatshirt for six

days straight.”Daniel Kanter reminds us that “the goodness of life is ours if we look deeply for

it / and give thanks for what we have and who we have it with.” Margalie Belizaire enjoins us to

“give our all to this / and hold nothing back / for precious lives depend on it.”Because finally, as

Danielle Di Bona tells us, “We have survived. We are not the same, yet we have survived,

battered and bruised. It is a good day.”I am grateful to share this precious faith with you. May

this book contain words that heal, comfort, and inspire you in the days ahead. Thanks be to all

who contributed their writings and to the wonderful folks at Skinner House Books, especially

Mary Benard and Larisa Hohenboken.Meg RileyJanuary 2021

THE BIRDS WILL SINGDaniel C. KanterPeople are staying homeand the days are passing



now as we watch and waitand hope for reprieve from this house arrest.And we pray for the

health for all,the love of one another,to see the goodness in ourselves and our families,and the

blessings of life.And meanwhile, as we slow our feverish consumption,the birds sing a little

louder, the earth eases its breath,and we can sense the faint blessings in all this mess.The

goodness of life is ours if we look deeply for itand give thanks for what we have and who we

have it with.Amen. Hope resides in us, and love abounds …Let us sing.

THE NURSE AND THE HANDMADE MASK, WITH HAIR TIESJoanne M. GianninoShe made

this for him:my son, an EMTtransferring her patientfrom the nursing hometo the ER.As he

left,with his new patientcarefully coveredand strapped infor safetyon his stretcher,She pushed

the mask,handmade with hair ties,into his pocket.Like an auntiestuffs a five-dollar billin your

pocketbefore you leave for homeso you can get yourselfa little something,Or a

grandmotherinsists you takethe leftoverswhen you go.Love in a fiver,your heart ina casseroleto

reheat later.She said,“Take care.”

TELLING YOU NOWJason CookI love you.I forgot to tell youthe last time I saw youon the

street as you waved goodbye.A barely registered moment,you in jeans and your hair messed

upand me in that jacket from the thrift store.But it’s the ball I remember,the military ballwhere

you took me as your date.How did you dare to?Way back then?How they stared when we

walked in—You in your uniformand me in my tuxedo.Someone thought I was a waiter.You had

on white gloves and we danced,though I am not a good dancereven when I’m not nervous like

I was that nightas the whispers swirled in the air around us.And later, when it was all over,we

stood under a starry sky like an old movie backdrop.You pressing into my hand a button from

your jacket,a gold button with a military insignia on it.And I still have it.I love you.I forgot to tell

you then,so I’m telling you now.Even though you are gone,stolen by AIDS.There is a new virus

in town,
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